
Week 1 
Foreign policy = state’s goals in its relations with other states and actors beyond its borders, as well as a 
state’s strategies for achieving these goals. 
-! Goals, strategies & actions (goals = intended outcomes derived from national interest) 
o! Strategy = matching tools to goals (essence of choice) 

-! Power positions determines way to achieve state interests 
-! Actions = signalling (communicating intentions) & transactions of power resources 
o! Range from hard (sticks = threaten, coerce etc.) ! soft/co-option (carrots = compensation, economic 

self-interest, aid etc.) resources / power 
-! Hawks (force/coercive) & Doves (peace methods) 
-! Importance (Jentleson): security threats, internationalised US economy, domestic issues becoming 

internationalised, racial/ethnic diversity & US basic values/punish violations 
-! Tools: intelligence/info, diplomacy, aid/economic development/trade, military influence/power/force 
o! Political Instruments 

"! Alliances: agreements b/w 2 or more actors to cooperate on issues of common interest. (open or 
covert & formal or informal) 

"! Diplomacy: practice of conducting international relations through arbitration (informal/formal), 
international conferences, negotiations & informal diplomacy 
•! Set out in Vienna Convention; rule book of diplomacy (signed in 1961) 

o! Economic Instruments 
"! Foreign aid: voluntary + intentioned transfer of resources, typically from one state (donor) to 

another (recipient) ! Categories depend on objective; Humanitarian, Development & Military 
•! Can be used in a coercive manner 

"! Economic / trade policy: exchange of g/s b/w actors ! through cooperative & coercive ways 
•! Traditionally bilateral – now more multilateral (trade blocks) 

"! Economic sanctions: coercive intended to cause economic damage leading to forced 
cooperation/completion of a particular action 
•! Embargoes, boycotts, freezing of funds/assets, economic restrictions etc. 
•! ‘smart’ sanctions = target specific sectors / persons = force compliance without damaging 

whole society unnecessarily 
o! Military instruments 

"! Persuasive (military pressure or threat): threat of use of military force 
"! Coercive (war): coercion of actors through military force ! large risk/costs (defeat, compromise 

other objectives/vital interests, lack of public support) 
•! Conventional, Unconventional & Asymmetric warfare 

o! Deterrence: convince opponent that the costs will exceed the benefits 
"! Achieved through diplomacy or threat of military action 

 
National Interest = overriding common good of the nation as a whole with respect to the external 
environment. (Jentleson Reading) 
-! Helps improve judgements regarding the proper ends and goals of foreign policy 
-! 4 core goals / components of US national interest = power, peace, prosperity & principles (pose trade-

off’s / tensions when balancing + picking what which one to prioritise) 
o! power = accumulation of the ability to influence others, through military (deterrence / aggression) 

"! coercive statecraft: economic sanctions or covert actions 
o! peace =negotiation/cooperation to avoid war, institutional focus + governance of international system 
o! prosperity = trade & investment (for US through free trade) 
o! principles = democratic idealism, HR & soft power 

-! Quasi Anarchy = absence of central governing authority  
-! System Structure / Types = unipolar, bipolar, multipolar (balance of power) 
o! Primacy (dominance of major power) + unilateralism vs. multilateralism 
o! State structural position affects choice / conditions 

-! War = multiple forms include; self defence, pre-emption & prevention 
-! 5 International Instruments = Global, Economic, International legal, Policy area & Regional 

 



Smith; Democracy promotion/exceptionalism/Wilsonianism 
-! Democracy: free elections contested by freely organised parties under universal suffrage for control of 

the effective centres of governmental power (political system) + rule of law 
-! Liberalism: practice of the juridical defence, through the constitutional state, of individual political 

freedom, of individual liberty (individualism + constitutional state) 
-! Liberal Democracy: affinity b/w two terms which came from belief that authority was legitimate when it 

came from the consent of the governed  
-! Democratic Idealism = powerful justification for both noble / selfish intervention efforts 
o! Built on global movement toward representative political systems 

-! Wilsonian = idealistic world-builder + Liberal internationalism (democracy promotion / R2P) ! 
advance liberal democracy + punish violations to IO (BoP) 
o! Policy tools: democracy promotion, dismantling of empires & collective security 
o! National interest logic: harmonious international system 

-! Democratic peace theory (principle): unprecedented for democracies to go to war 
-! US democracy promotion history 
o! 1898: Cuba + Philippines attempts (difficulties) 
o! 1914-1919: Wilson ordered occupation of Mexico, Haiti, Dominican Republic, declaring war in 

Germany ! Paris Peace Conference 1919 
o! Post 1945 – FDR + Post-war occupations: Marshall Plan, NATO… 
o! Jimmy Carter (HR campaign + ‘democratic revolution’) & Reagan followed too 

 
Daddis; National security state & permanent war / US exceptionalism 
-! Factors leading to US national security establishment to expect permanent war 
o! Collectively, its citizens + leaders have become uncomfortable with the idea of peace 
o! National vulnerabilities, protect from threats + military requirements ! ‘persistent risk of attacks’ 
o! National infatuation exceeds pragmatic preparedness + Obama reinforcing US need to lead 
o! US cultural connection = American Sniper (noble + ‘the other’) & gender norm 

-! National Security Strategy: acceptance of perpetual war ! contends that we must ‘resist the over-reach 
that comes when we make decisions based on fear.’ 

-! Necessity of War downplays the economic aspects of global engagement 
-! Bacevich = diagnoses US strategy to be open + integrated based on democratic capitalism with the US 

as the guarantor / enforcer of norms’ 
-! Paranoid patriotism: afraid of no longer being the indispensable nation 
 
Froman; Liberalism & Free Trade 
-! Trade = includes investment, shipping, tourism, and the management of enterprises. Trade is what most 

of the international relationship is about – trade policy = national security policy 
-! This piece encapsulates the conventional approach to trade policy in liberal internationalism and 

conservative internationalism, but perhaps a bit more associated with liberal internationalism.  
-! Obama Trade Agenda = 3 strategic objectives: establishing and enforcing rules of the road, 

strengthening US partnerships with other countries, and spurring broad-based economic development 
o! US goals: free trade + US interests link ! want to revitalise the international economic architecture 

-! Transparent US trade agenda = discussing trade issues / negotiations with multiple groups ! weight to 
public input + congressional oversight 

-! Shape the global trading system + promote a race to the top, rather than engage in a race to the bottom. 
-! WTO promotes US free trade agenda ! US always wins when it brings a case to it (preventing China 

from restricting access to minerals & Argentina from restricting imports of agricultural products) 
-! TPP objective = update the rules of the road & level playing field of international trade by establishing 

strongest environmental + labour standards in US trade agreement history 
!


